
Common Control Framework

The RiskVision solution provides a common control framework out of the box, allowing you to test once and comply
with many different standards. Using the Common Control Framework, one assessment rather than many will suffice
to certify against any number of regulations. The Common Control Framework supports:

Mapping of controls from 17799/27001, CoBIT, CoSo, NIST, FFIEC, and GAISP, among others, as well as
custom-built controls to one common set of controls based on the ISO standard.

Utilizing the relationship between the common controls based on the ISO standard and the corresponding
regulation-specific controls to share control results for mapped controls, reducing the resources required to
comply with, and track compliance with multiple regulations.

The Common Control Framework simplifies the process because controls only need to be tested once, and not once
for each framework. This will increase operational efficiency and reduce expenses.

The Common Controls report lets you see a visual comparison of the controls employed in two or more standards.

To compare controls from two or more standards:
1. In Resolver RiskVision, go to Content > Controls and Questionnaires.

2. Expand the Controls and Questionnaires tree and navigate to Controls and Questionnaires >  Content >
Controls > Standards. A grid view of the available standards appears in the right pane.

3. Select two standards, and click on View Common Controls.



4. A Common Control Report appears in a pop-up window.

This Common Control Report shows a visual comparison of the sub-controls common to the selected standards.

For example: 'CSC-5.1 Automated tools to continuously monitor' has sub-controls common in both NIST SP 800-53



(2013) and SANS 20 Critical Security Controls V5.0.

Click on tick mark in the standard column to see details of the common sub-controls.

Clicking on the sub-control displays a pop-up with information related to the sub-control.

If the sub-control identifier of the first sub-control is used as a reference number in the second sub-control or vice
versa, then those two sub-controls are common controls.





You can now compare the degree of overlap between the controls and sub-controls of the various frameworks and
regulations that you need to comply with. You can also see the controls and sub-controls from which answers can be
copied.

Example

To demonstrate the use of the Common Control framework, we will consider an assessment with the following
details: 



As an entity owner, Mike answers the questions from the above control. As the Security Owner, John approves the
responses and sign's off the assessment. As a result, the compliance scores are calculated and the risk is determined.

Now we will create a new program with the following details: 

While creating the program, in the Option's tab of the New Program wizard, we will select Automatically answer
unanswered controls using results from related controls.



This will ensure that if the questionnaire in the current program is not answered, the unanswered controls will use
results from related controls that were answered in a different assessment. This is where the Common Controls
Framework comes into use. If the controls overlap, then the responses used to answer controls in one assessment will
be automatically re-used to answer controls in a different assessment.

Selecting Apply compliance score from the related controls will make sure that responses from a related
control are used to calculate the compliance scores.

Selecting Apply answers from the related controls when controls have exactly the same set of choices, will
first validate if the same set of answer choices are used in the related controls and if yes, then they will be
used as responses to the questionnaire.

Now, when the assessment using the control 'Access Control practices', moves through the workflow, and if it does
not have responses to all the controls, responses from 'Compliance with Access Control' program will be used (since
the controls are common and overlapping), to populate the compliance scores.



The option Apply answers from the related controls when controls work only when the controls have the same
question text and the same set of choices. Common Control Framework works only with the combination of same
question text and the same set of choices.


